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Abstract—The introduction of microgrids in distribution networks based on power electronics  facilitates the use of renewable 

energy resources, distributed generation (DG) and storage systems while improving the quality of electric power and reducing losses  
thus increasing the performance and reliability of the electrical system, opens new horizons for microgrid applications integrated into 
electrical power systems. The hierarchical control structure consists of primary, secondary, and tertiary levels for microgrids that 
mimic the behavior of the mains grid is reviewed. The main objective of this paper is to give a description of state of the art for the 
distributed power generation systems (DPGS) based on renewable energy and explores the power converter connected in parallel to the 
grid which are distinguished by their contribution to the formation of the grid voltage and frequency and are accordingly classified in 
three classes. This analysis is extended focusing mainly on the three classes of configurations grid-forming, grid-feeding, and grid-
supporting. The paper ends up with an overview and a discussion of the control structures and strategies to control distribution power 
generation system (DPGS) units connected to the network. 

Keywords— Distributed power generation system (DPGS); hierarchical control; grid-forming; grid-feeding; grid-supporting. 

Nomenclature 
Symbols 
id − iq  
Vd − Vq  
P   
Q  
ω  
E  
f  
U  
 
Abbreviations 
 
AC 
CHP 
DB 
DC 
DER 
DG 
DPC 
DPGS 
dq 
EES 
FACTS 
FIR 
HC 
 

 
 
Current (A) 
Voltage (Volt) 
Power (Watt) 
Power (Var) 
Pulsation (rad/s) 
Voltage (Volt) 
Frequency (Hz) 
Voltage (Volt) 
 
 
Alternating current 
Combined heat and power 
Deadbeat 
Direct current 
Distributed energy resources 
Distributed generation 
Direct power control 
Distributed power generation systems 
Park transformation 
Electrical energy storage 
Flexible AC transmission system 
Finite impulse response 
Harmonic compensator 
 

HES 
ILC 
IMP 
IRSMC 
LQG 
LQ 
LQR  
MG  
NPC  
NN  
NNIPI  
NNGVE  
PI  
PID  
PR  
PWM  
PCC  
PED  
RC  
SISO  
SMC  
THD  
UPS  
VSC  
VPP         
 

Hybrid Energy System 
Iterative learning control 
Internal model principle 
Integral resonant sliding mode controller 
Linear quadratic Gaussian 
Linear Quadratic 
Linear Quadratic Regulator 
Microgrid 
Neutral-point-clamped 
Neural network 
Neural network interfacing-parameters identifier 
Neural network grid-voltage estimator 
Proportional integral 
Proportional integral derivative 
Proportional resonant 
Pulse width modulation 
Point of common coupling 
Power electronics device 
Repetitive feedback control 
Single-input single-output 
Sliding mode controller 
Total harmonic distortion 
Uninterruptible power supply 
Voltage-source converters 
Virtual power plants 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
Today, there is an increasing use of small-scale renewable power sources into modern electric grids, because the current 

growing demands for electrical energy [1, 2]. Photovoltaics, wind power and hydroelectrics are three of the renewable energies that 
are mostly used; they are clean for the environment and inexhaustible. This renewable energy has experienced rapid technological 
development, which makes them at affordable prices. This advantage allows the energy security of countries to reduce imports of 
fossil fuels, which agrees to maintain a lower cost than usual prices and improve the standard of living without harming the 
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environment, especially in a time when the economic crisis is timely. Another advantage, they can easily support the electrical 
network in remote sites and rural areas [2]. As shown in Fig. 1, or the rate of investment of wind energy was more important in 
2010, but he started dropped in 2012 and 2013 to 12% in contrast to the solar energy that has experienced the same problem a year 
later compared to the wind, despite the economic problems many countries support programs connecting renewable energy with 
global and local power grid. In order to integrate different kinds of renewable energy sources, the concept of microgrid (MG) was 
proposed several years ago [3]. A microgrid can be defined as a part of the grid consisting of prime energy movers, power 
electronics converters, distributed energy storage systems, and local loads [4].  

 
Fig. 1. Global investment in wind and photovoltaic 

This makes the electrical network more flexible and intelligent [5]. Microgrids and virtual power plants (VPPs) are two low 
voltage distribution network concepts that can participate in active network management of a smart grid [6, 7]. They are becoming 
an important concept to integrate distributed generation (DG) and energy storage systems [5, 8]. The interest of DG grows and is 
taking importance [9] when it is composed of different energy resources: Photovoltaics, wind power and hydroelectrics with 
electrical energy storage (EES) (e.g., batteries or super capacitors) [6] forming a Hybrid Energy System (HES) [2],  because they 
can easily support the electrical network in island mode and rural areas or grid- connection mode. Other non-renewable based 
power systems (diesel or gas), whose generation profile can be easily controlled are also likely to be integrated into microgrids [10]. 
This gives the user the possibility to produce and storage part of the electrical power of the whole system [9]. The use of DPGS of 
energy systems makes no sense without using distributed storage systems to cope with the energy balances [5]. Microgrids should 
be able to locally solve energy problems and hence increase flexibility [11]. The advance carried in recent years in power 
electronics makes this latter very attractive when integrating renewable energy resources, distributed energy storage systems and 
active loads [4, 12]. The Power Electronic Converters are typically used as interfaces between these devices and the MG, acting as 
a voltage source (voltage source inverter VSI, in the case of AC network micro) [3, 8, 12]. MGs need to be able to operate 
intelligently in both grid and island mode [13]. At the same time, AC and DC sources sometimes coexist in a practical microgrid. 
the interfacing converters are usually connected in parallel [3]. The control of the parallel VSIs forming a MG has been investigated 
in last years [12]. Thus, the greatest challenge is to ensure a stability and voltage regulation for offering a better power quality for 
the customer [9]. In order to avoid circulating currents among the converters without using any critical communication between 
them, the droop-control method is often applied [5, 11]. This is a kind of collaborative control used for share active and reactive 
power between VSIs in a cooperative way [12].  These control loops, also called P − ω and Q − E droops, have been applied to 
connect inverters in parallel in uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems to avoid mutual control wires while obtaining good 
power sharing [5, 11, 14, 15]. However, although this technique achieves high reliability and flexibility, but the price to pay is that 
the sharing is obtained through voltage and frequency deviations of the system (load dependent frequency and amplitude 
deviations) [12, 16, 17] this that limit its application [5, 11]. In order to solve these problems, an external control loop named 
secondary control is implemented in the microgrid central control to restore the nominal values frequency and amplitude in the 
microgrid [4, 5, 11, 12]. An additional tertiary control can be used to bidirectional control the power flowing. In case of AC 
microgrids the objective is to regulate the power flows between the grid and the microgrid at the point of common coupling (PCC) 
[5, 11, 18, 19]. In countries with hydro power potential, small hydro turbines are used at the distribution level, in order to sustain 
the utility network in dispersed or remote locations [20]. At present time, most of renewable based DG units directly produce DC or 
variable frequency/voltage AC output power and hence power electronics devices (PEDs) have become the key elements in order to 
realize the MGs [21]. But the increased amount of DPGS based on wind turbine and photovoltaic are connected to the utility 
network and can create instability in the power systems because of the variation of the wind and sun. In order to maintain a stable 
power system in countries with a large penetration of distributed power, transmission system operators issue more stringent 
demands regarding the interconnection of the DPGS to the utility grid [22]. Besides their low efficiency, the controllability of the 
DPGS based on both wind and sun are their main drawback [23]. As a consequence, their connection to the utility network can lead 
to grid instability or even failure, if these systems are not properly controlled. Moreover, the standards for interconnecting these 
systems to the utility network are stressing more and more the capability of the DPGS to run over short grid disturbances [20]. This 
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Wind 69.9 73.7 96.2 89.3 80.3 70.7
PV 59.3 62.3 99.9 158.1 140.1 123.3
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document provides the structure of a DGPS system based on renewable energy, with the properties of these two important parts 
(input / grid side controller). Section III presents the overview and Design of the Hierarchical Control of Micro-Grid. Followed by 
the contribution of the power inverter to the formation of the grid voltage and frequency. Mainly focusing on the three classes of: 
grid-forming configurations, grid-feeding, and grid-supporting. Finally, we finish with a state of the art of the control structures and 
strategies to (DGPS) connected to network. 

2. INTRODUCTION TO MICROGRID 
Microgrids are emerging as an integral feature of the future power systems shaped by the various smart-grid initiatives [24].  

This is new approach to the integration of distributed energy resources (DER) due to the rapid growth of systems of decentralized 
energy production and thus opening promising perspectives in the sustainable energy sector. A microgrid can be considered as a 
local grid, it is formed by integrating loads, multiple distributed generators (DGs), ESS could also be used to control the net power 
flows to and from the utility in the grid connected mode [25], Such microgrids also include the flexible AC transmission system 
(FACTS) control devices such as power flow controllers and voltage regulators as well as protective relays and circuit breakers [26] 
,the MG is able to operate either in grid-connected or islanded mode, with possibility of seamless transitions between them. An 
important advantage of microgrids is improving energy efficiency with the system of producing combined heat and power (CHP) 
combined, which captures thermal energy resulting from the production of electricity for a variety of heating needs (hot water 
steam, heating and cooling), which provides opportunities to optimize the DGPS [27, 28]. The microgrid is responsible to provide 
and ensure these criteria [29-31] 

• Increase energy efficiency and efficiency; 

• Insured that the microsources feed the electrical loads; offers and optimizes heat utilization for local installation; 

• Insure that the microgrid satisfies operational contracts with the utility; 

• Minimize emissions and/or system losses; 

• Enhance the robustness of the distribution system and maximize the operational efficiency and local reliability; 

• Facilitate greater use of renewable (wind and photovoltaic systems); 

• Active and reactive powers are transferred according to necessity of the microgrids and/or the distribution system; 

• Disconnection and reconnection processes are conducted seamlessly; 

• In case of general failure, the microgrid is able to operate through black-start. 

A microgrids is an interconnection of distributed energy sources, such as micro turbines, wind turbines, fuel cells and PVs 
integrated with storage devices, such as batteries, flywheels and power capacitors on low voltage distribution systems [32]. Each 
feeder has circuit breaker and power flow controller. The basic microgrid architecture is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The basic AC microgrid architecture 
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The microgrid offers a number of important advantages and provided a new paradigm for future distribution power systems, 

these advantages are enumerated as following [33, 34]: 

• A major advantage of a Microgrid, is its ability, during a utility grid disturbance, to separate and isolate itself from the 
utility seamlessly with little or no disruption to the loads within the Microgrid; 

• Contributes to optimize the general operation of the system; 

• In peak load periods it prevents utility grid failure by reducing the load on the grid; 

• Significant environmental benefits made possible by the use of low or zero emission generators;   

• The use of both electricity and heat permitted by the close proximity of the generator to the user, thereby increasing the 
overall energy efficiency; 

• Microgrid can act to mitigate the electricity costs to its users by generating some or all of its electricity needs; 

• Enhancing the quality of power which is delivered to sensitive loads [35]. 

Despite the fact that the AC micro-grid system have a large number of benefit but its application involves some problems of low 
efficiency and several disadvantages, these very challenging problems are listed bellow [29, 36-41]: 

• Major drawbacks to increased DER utilization are  

o High cost and net metering may pose obstacles for Microgrid.  

o The need for custom engineering, 

o Interconnection standards needs to be developed to ensure consistency.  

• The control and protection hardware are one of the most important challenges for facing the implementation of Microgrids 
and ensure the supplying of the customers in island mode;  

• Resynchronization with the utility grid is difficult [37, 42]: 

o The ability to maintain synchronism after transition to island operation is crucial from stability point of view.  

o Synchronized reconnection of island operated microgrid back to utility grid means that the voltage angle 
difference between utility grid and microgrid should be minimized before re-connection in order to prevent 
voltage disturbances in the MG; 

• The small errors in voltage set points, can create the circulating currents which exceed the limits of the Micro source 
which causes voltage and/or reactive power oscillations. Likewise in island mode, the need to change power-operating 
points, for frequency generation to match load changes, can create problems and slight errors in frequency generation. 
Which makes these parameters (Voltage, frequency and power quality) main and must be considered and controlled to 
acceptable standards 

• The unequal line impedances and DG output impedances significantly affect the accuracy of reactive power control during 
grid-connected operation mode and the reactive power sharing during islanding mode due to the unequal voltage 
drops[36]. 

2.1. Energy storage system 

The Energy storage devices are one of the main critical components to rely on for successful operation of a microgrid that 
which provides the user with dispatch capability of the distributed resources (PV and wind etc.) also to be the care taker in 
balancing the power and energy demand with generation. It is easier to integrate into a dc system. The stored energy can then be 
used to provide electricity during periods of high demand. Energy storage devices take this responsibility in three necessary 
scenarios[24]: 

• Insure the power balance in a microgrid despite load fluctuations and transients as DGs with their lower inertia lack the 
capability in fast responding to these disturbances; 

• Provides ride-through capability when there are dynamic variations in intermittent energy sources and allows the DGs to 
operate as dispatchable units; 

• Provides the initial energy requirement for a seamless transition between grid-connected to/from islanded operation of 
microgrids. 

But its disadvantage is that the electrical energy needs to be stored in battery banks requiring more space and maintenance. 
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3. STRUCTURE OF DISTRIBUTED POWER GENERATION  

DG is defined as, “Generation of electricity by facilities that are sufficiently smaller than central generating plants so as to allow 
interconnection at nearly any point in the power system”[43, 44]. The structure of distributed generation power system contains the 
input power source, different configurations are possible: photovoltaic, fuel cell, wind turbine, etc.; the converter which can be a 
single-stage converter (DC-AC converter) or a double stage converter (DC-DC and DC-AC converter). They have two separate 
operation modes, acting as a current source if they are connected to the grid and as a voltage source if they work autonomously [9]. 
An output filter (L, LC, LCL, and LCL with damping resistor) connected in series with the inverter improves harmonic 
performance at lower switching frequencies [45-50]. Recently, the LCL filter has been widely applied to the grid-interfaced 
inverters [45, 51]. The general structure having different input power sources is depicted in Fig. 3. The Distribution Generation 
(DG) unit can be connected to the utility grid through single Point of Common Coupling (PCC). It is responsible for generation of 
electricity and it has to be able to import/export energy to from/to the grid, control the active and reactive power flows and manage 
of the storage energy [19].  

From Table I, the main task of the input controller is to extract the maximum power from the renewable energy sources and 
protect the input side converter while, the grid side controller must check the active and reactive power which is transferred from 
renewable energy systems to the grid. 
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TABLE I.  PROPERTIES OF THE PART OF THE DPGS 

Part of 
DPGS Property 

In
pu

t s
id

e 
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ro
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r  The main property to extract the maximum power from the 

input source:  
a) Maximum power point tracking 
b) Generator speed control 

G
rid

 si
de
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on
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r Control of active power generated to the grid 
Control of reactive power transfer between the DPGS 
and the grid 
Control of dc-link voltage 

Grid synchronization 

Line impedance detection 
 

Fig. 3. General structure for distributed power system  
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4. OVERVIEW AND DESIGN OF THE HIERARCHICAL CONTROL OF MICRO-GRID  

Most current micro-grid implementations combine different distributed energy resources [18] (PV arrays, small wind turbines, 
or fuel cells) or storage devices (flywheels, superconductor inductors, or compressed air systems) [19, 52, 53]. However, at the 
present time it is necessary to conceive a supple microgrid which should be able to import/export energy from/to the grid (control 
of active and reactive power flow) [19], and flexible for standalone and grid-connected applications [11].  

The hierarchical control for microgrids have been proposed recently in [4, 5, 8, 11, 18, 19, 54-61] for standardize the microgrid 
operation and functions. This hierarchical control can be divided into three levels of control namely primary, secondary and 
tertiary level, each of these levels has objectives and methods of controlling which are designed and manipulated by different 
controllers. [62, 63].Fig 4 shows the schematic diagram of the hierarchical architecture of a microgrid using three levels of 
control: primary, secondary and tertiary. 
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4.1. Primary control (Droop control) 

The primary controller is responsible for the reliability and improving the system performance and stability for the local 
voltage control; into adjusting at the same time the frequency and the magnitude of the output voltage to get the reference of inner 
current and voltage control loops, and for ensuring a proper power sharing (active and reactive power among DG units). Each 
inverter will have an external power loop based on droop control [60, 64], that allows each DG unit to operate autonomously. The 
primary control is based only on local measurements; communication is often avoided for reliability reasons, 

 
 
The control of the parallel inverters in DG systems is based on [65-67]:  
• the inner voltage and current regulation loops (feedback and feedforward, and linear and nonlinear control loops can be 

performed to regulate and supervises the inductor current  or the capacitor current  of the output filter to reach a fast 
dynamic response while maintaining the system stable)  

• the intermediate virtual impedance loop (to emulate physical output impedance.) 
• the outer active and reactive power sharing loops(whose function is to regulate the output voltage). 
The droop control introduces the droops in the amplitude E and the frequency 𝜔𝜔 of the inverter; they can be expressed as 

(Fig. 5): 

�𝜔𝜔 = 𝜔𝜔∗ −𝑚𝑚(𝑃𝑃 − 𝑃𝑃∗)
𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸∗ − 𝑛𝑛(𝑄𝑄 − 𝑄𝑄∗)       (1) 

 
Where 𝜔𝜔∗ and E∗ are the angular frequency and the amplitude no load of the output voltage, respectively, m and n 

coefficients define the corresponding slopes for the frequency and amplitude, respectively. P∗ and Q∗ are the active and reactive 
power references, which are commonly set to zero when we connect DG units in parallel autonomously, forming the energetic 
island [4]. 

Storage Generation
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ω 
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𝜔𝜔 = 𝜔𝜔∗ −𝑚𝑚(𝑃𝑃 − 𝑃𝑃∗) 𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸∗ − 𝑛𝑛(𝑄𝑄 − 𝑄𝑄∗) 

 
Figure 5: P/Q Droop characteristic when supplying capacitive or inductive loads 

4.2. Secondary control(Frequency and Voltage Restoration and  Synchronization) 
The secondary controller is responsible to restore the frequency and amplitude deviations produced by the virtual inertias and 

output virtual impedances (sacrificing by the primary control). Also, this control also takes on the function to synchronize the 
microgrid with the main grid before performing the interconnection, the transition from islanded to grid-connected mode. The 
secondary control must to measure the frequency and amplitude levels in the micro-grid 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 and 𝐸𝐸𝜔𝜔 and the compares with the 
references 𝜔𝜔∗ and E∗, and send the errors ∆𝜔𝜔 and ∆𝐸𝐸 to all the units to restore the output voltage [3, 11, 57, 68-78]. The phase 
between the grid and the micro-grid will be measured and send to all the modules to synchronize the micro-grid phase. 

4.3. Tertiary Control( P-Q Import and Export) 
This level controls the power flow (the micro-grid imports/exports energy), the set points of the micro-grid inverters can be 

adjusted. The tertiary control level is responsible to regulating of the power flows (the import or export of energy) between the 
grid and the microgrid at the PCC and to provide load balancing by using an optimal power flow solver. Thus, the active and 
reactive power flows can be exported or imported independently [3, 4, 6, 8, 57, 58, 79, 80]. 
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5. CLASSIFICATION OF OUTER CONTROL LOOPS FOR DPGS ACCORDING TO THEIR ROLE IN MICROGRIDS 

The power inverter connected in parallel to the grid is controlled to exchange the power between the grid and the DPGS, this 
power are more or less proportional to power desirable, and the power inverter contribute to the formation of the grid voltage and 
frequency and are classified in three classes: grid-forming, grid-supporting and grid-feeding. These classes are discussed in this 
section.  

5.1. Control of Grid-Forming Power Converters 
The grid forming converters are power converters designed for autonomous operation, represented as AC voltage source ideal 

and a fixed frequency 𝜔𝜔∗, by balancing the power generators and loads. Fig.6 shows the basic circuit diagram for a power converter 
grid forming in three phases. The scheme of control consists of two control loops cascade into the 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 referential frame, the outer 
loop is responsible for control the voltage, and the inner loop is responsible for the current control.  

In the proposed control schema, the amplitude of the voltage at the 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 and current are measured and Transformed to dc values 
by applying the Park transformation 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and compared to reference values according to the control schema shown in Fig.6.  
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Fig. 6. Basic control scheme of a grid-forming voltage source inverter 

With the implementation of the control scheme, it is possible to decouple the active component and reactive component to 
ensure the independent voltage regulation imposing the frequency reference. Based on the choice of reference 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, it is clear that the 
current 𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 has control over the active component while the current 𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞  has control over the reactive component. Moreover, in the 
selection of reference, it is clear that the amplitude of 𝑉𝑉𝑞𝑞  has a null value, while 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 the same amplitude as the reference voltage. 

5.2. Control of Grid-Feeding Power Converters 
The grid-feeding power converters are mainly designed to deliver (draw) a specified amount of active and reactive power to an 

energized grid. These components do not contribute to power balancing [81]. Grid-feeding power converters are controlled in 
current and can be represented as an ideal current source connected to the grid in parallel with presenting high parallel output 
impedance.  These power converters are suitable to operate in parallel with other grid-feeding power converters in grid-connected 
mode. Actually, most of the power converters belonging to DG systems operate in grid-feeding mode, like in PV or wind power 
systems [23].  

The scheme control of the grid-feeding power converter is depicted in Fig. 7, where 𝑃𝑃∗ and 𝑄𝑄∗ represent the active and the 
reactive powers to be delivered, respectively. Control of the output voltage is no longer a purpose, and thus the control scheme 
comprises only the primary current control [81].  

The grid-feeding should be perfectly synchronized with the ac voltage at the connection point, in order to regulate accurately 
the active and reactive power exchanged with the grid. This is why we must use phase locked loop. Based on the choice of 
reference 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, it is clear that the amplitude of 𝑉𝑉𝑞𝑞  has a null value, while 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑 is equal to the amplitude of the voltage, it is clear that the 
current 𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 has control over the active component while the current 𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞  has control over the reactive component so it is clear that  the 
desired direct 𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑 and quadrature 𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞  current components are easily derived from the active 𝑃𝑃∗ and reactive 𝑄𝑄∗power components by 
dividing them by the direct voltage component 𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑. Grid-feeding power converters cannot operate in island mode if there is no grid-
forming or grid-supporting power converter, or a local synchronous generator, setting the voltage amplitude and frequency of the ac 
microgrid [10]. 
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Fig. 7. Basic control scheme of a grid-feeding voltage source inverter 

5.3. Control of Grid-Supporting  Power Converters 
Grid-supporting power converters are designed to the control of the AC grid voltage amplitude 𝐸𝐸∗ (reactive power) and 

frequency 𝜔𝜔∗ (active power) quality of either a stand-alone or interconnected grid allowing power sharing for to power balancing. 
They support a grid, either alone or with other grid-supporting inverters. There are two main types of power converters in the grid-
supporting, those controlled as a voltage source with link impedance, or as a current source with parallel impedance. In grid-
supporting inverters, the circulating currents between two grid-forming inverters paralleled are avoided by introducing artificial 
droop coefficients in the inverter frequency and voltage control, equivalent to the droop of the generator in the primary frequency 
control of synchronous generators in the utility grid [81]: 

�
𝑓𝑓 − 𝑓𝑓0 = −𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝(𝑃𝑃 − 𝑃𝑃0)
𝑈𝑈 − 𝑈𝑈0 = −𝑘𝑘𝑞𝑞(𝑄𝑄 − 𝑄𝑄0)       (2) 

4.3.1. Grid supporting power converter operating as a voltage source. 
The power converter is based about the control scheme of a grid-supporting inverter as shown in Fig. 8. There is controlled for 

emulating the behavior of an AC voltage source connected to the grid through link impedance which can be either a physical device 
connected between the VSI and the grid, or a virtual component, emulated within the current control loop. 
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Fig. 8. Basic control scheme of a Grid-supporting power converter operating as a voltage source 
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The Grid supporting power converter operating as a voltage source allows regulating the amplitude and the frequency of the 

grid voltage in both grid-connected and island modes. The voltage amplitude and frequency are no longer fixed but obtained as a 
result of the droop equations as a function of active and reactive power components. In such a control scheme, active and reactive 
power 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑄𝑄 delivered by the power converter are calculated by multiplying direct id and quadrature 𝑖𝑖𝑞𝑞  current components by 
the direct 𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑 voltage grid component. 

4.3.2. Grid supporting power converter operating as a current source. 
The power converter is based about the control scheme of a grid-feeding inverter as shown in Fig. 9. In which the main 

objective is contribute to regulate the voltage amplitude and frequency of both the ac grid and the micro grid and supply the load 
connected to the micro grid. The droop regulation techniques are implemented in grid-supporting power converters to regulate the 
exchange of active and reactive powers with the grid, in order to keep the grid voltage frequency and amplitude under control. The 
main idea to support the droop control comes from mimic the self-regulation capability of the synchronous generator in grid-
connection mode, decreasing the delivered active power [10]. The scheme of Fig.8 remains stable as long as the droop gains are not 
too large, while the same holds for the inverse droop gains of Fig.7. It is noted that the scheme of Fig.8 is far more popular in 
literature than the one of Fig.9. Two reasons could be thought of for explaining this: the first reason is the analogy with the control 
of synchronous generators, the second reason being that droop characteristics for inverters were first implemented in UPS systems, 
traditionally being grid-forming. Starting from a grid-forming inverter, when adding the possibility of parallel operation, the most 
straightforward evolution is towards the scheme of Fig.6 [81].  
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Fig. 9. Basic control scheme of a Grid-supporting power converter operating as a current source 

From Table II, it is apparent that grid-forming and grid-feeding components are two extremes, whereas the grid-supporting 
component is in fact a generalization, having properties that lie between both extremes [81]. 

TABLE II.  CLASSIFICATION OF GRID-CONNECTED COMPONENTS ACCORDING TO THEIR ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOUR AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO THE GRID 
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Grid-forming Grid-feeding Grid-supporting 

Source type 
Ideal voltage 

source 
Ideal current 

source 
Non-ideal voltage 
or current source 

Control type 
Constant 

frequency/voltage 
control 

PQ control Droop 
control 

Combination Series Parallel Parallel or series 
Output 
impedance 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑 = 0 𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑 = ∞ Finite, nonzero 

Output 
frequency Fixed frequency 

Grid 
synchronize

d 
Frequency droop 

Application Isolated Grid-
connected 

Grid-connected or 
Isolated 
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6. OVERVIEW OF INNER CONTROL LOOPS FOR DPGS 

Depending on the DPGS application, different controller’s methods can be used for control of VSI. The control of a DPGS is 
mainly designed in accordance with the electrical grid conditions at the PCC. The purpose of all the different controllers is used to 
achieve satisfactory performance in terms steady state error requirements for utility connected converters and improve the 
disturbance rejection by rejecting utility voltage harmonics.  

The control techniques vary from the very simple methods to complex analytical approaches; these controllers are briefly 
discussed here. 

6.1. Classical Control PID 
Classical PID control is the most technique employed for many decades for different applications, the advantage of this 

approach is its simplicity. Its theory is based on the complex-domain approach, which is applicable to linear time-invariant, single-
input single-output (SISO) systems. Conventional PI regulators do not have proper performance for unbalanced systems. Several 
authors have used the classical PI controller in the literature. Wang et al. [82] have discusses the effect of the one-time step delay 
firstly, and proposes a step-by-step design method to choose the parameters of the PI-based current regulator and the capacitor-
current feedback coefficient based on Jury stability criterion. 

 

6.2. Proportional Resonant (PR) 
Proportional resonant (PR) controllers are widely used in 𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 directly when the control variables are sinusoidal due to their 

ability to get rid of the steady state error and attenuation of individual harmonics [83-85]. PR is a good choice as inner voltage 
controller to show the desired performance. It theoretically introduces a high gain around the natural resonant frequency of 𝜔𝜔. In 
this structure a low order harmonics compensator can be easily implemented to improve the performance of the current controller 
without influencing its behavior [86]. It can be regarded as an AC regulator/integrator and is similar to an integrator whose infinite 
DC gain, forces the error to be zero [87]. Yaoqin et al. [46] proposes a proportional resonant (PR) controller under two-phase static 
coordinate  designed to track the ac reference current as well as to avoid the strong coupling brought by the coordinate 
transformation. The virtual resistance based on the capacitance current is used to realize active damping, zero compensation is 
brought in to enhance the stability, the PR plus harmonic compensator (PR+HC) structure is adopted to restrain the distortion of the 
grid current. 

6.3. Predictive Control 
The predictive control is predicted at the beginning of each sample and the error is found.  Then the control action is developed 

to minimize the forecast error so that the reference current can be tracked properly without any error. Seong et al [88]. have 
proposed predictive active damping method to minimize the resonant behavior during the grid connection, this method is added 
with the phase and gain compensations. Yang  et al. [89] have proposed a predictive current control strategy in the inner loop and a 
fuzzy voltage control strategy in the outer loop that which can eliminate the steady-state phase error between the output and 
reference current, and compensate for the errors caused by sample delays and discretization computation, with a fixed switching 
frequency. Yohan et al. [90] have used predictive current control strategy based on predictive direct power control strategy en use a 
symmetrical 4x4 voltage vectors' sequence which selects two effective and two zero voltage vectors and determines concatenated 
voltage vectors' sequence. But the drawback of predictive current control is the mathematical based approach, which is sensitive to 
parameters changes. The parameter estimation is achieved by the least square method it improves an accuracy of control system 
[91]. Rezaei et al. [92] have proposed an improved predictive current control strategy for reducing the output current harmonic 
content of single-phase grid-connected inverters, based on nonlinear filter inductor model. Espi et al. [93] presents an adaptive 
robust predictive current control (RPCC) for grid-connected three-phase inverters. The error correction is achieved by means of an 
adaptive strategy that works in parallel with the deadbeat algorithm, therefore preserving the typical fast response of the predictive 
law. Jiabing and Zhu. [94] presents a dead-beat predictive direct power control (DPC) strategy and its improved voltage-vector 
sequences for reversible three-phase grid-connected voltage-source converters (VSCs). 

6.4. Dead-Beat Control 
A deadbeat controller (DB) is widely employed due to its high dynamic response in different applications, it is a very fast 

response method and suitable for the current controller. Timbus [95] and El-Saadany. [96] have used this control for voltage-source 
PWM converters in DPGS. They belong to the predictive control family, the controller is developed to minimize the forecast error 
(predict the effect of the control action) so that the reference current can be tracked properly without any error. In which utility 
current is predicted at the beginning of each sample and the current error is found [97]. Deadbeat control has a fast transient 
response and is widely employed for active power filters too. Mattavelli et al. [98, 99] have treated the robustness of this controller 
in where estimation of line voltage improves the robustness of the controller to the parameters mismatch. Mohamed and El-
Saadany. [96] have proposed an improved dead beat controller using an adaptive self-tuning load model is presented. Although, 
these methods boost the robustness of dead beat controller in case of parameters mismatch, the solutions applied make the structure 
of the controller more complex [95]. 
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6.5. Hysteresis Control 
Hysteresis current control is a method for controlling a voltage source inverter to force the grid injected current follows a 
reference current [100]. It is a controller with non-linear controller loop with hysteresis comparators; an adaptive band of the 
controller has to be designed in order to obtain fixed switching frequency [20]. Moreover, several control strategies to provide 
flexible active and reactive power control during grid faults have been developed using the information of positive and negative 
sequence components. Malesani et al. [101] proposed a different methods and algorithms to obtain fixed switching frequency are 
presented. Depending on the method used, the complexity of the controller can be increased considerably [102]. Among 
advantages using a hysteresis control is predominantly the simplicity, robustness, independence of load parameters and good 
transient response [103]. There are two main disadvantages by using the hysteresis controller [104]. It does not have any fixed 
switching frequency and therefore a wide frequency spectrum and current ripple is relatively high and can theoretically reach 
twice the size of the band limit for the phase current hysteresis controller. Xunjiang and Qin. [105] have presented an adaptive 
hysteresis band control algorithm featuring dynamically modulate hysteresis band width. This algorithm show that grid-connected 
inverter can inject sinusoidal current into power grid and is in phase with power grid voltage with the result of unity of power 
factor. 
 

6.6. LQG/LQR 
The idea about optimal methods is based on the criteria function (or performance index) describing the behavior of the system 

where the minimum (or maximum) of the criteria function gives the control signal. When the system to be controlled is linear, all 
states are possible to measure and the criterion is a quadratic function of the states and control signal, the control system will be a 
linear quadratic (LQ) control system [97]. Alepuz  et al. [106-110] have presented a  approach simple and easy to implement for 
the control of the three level neutral-point-clamped (NPC) VSI converter based on the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and 
Gain-Scheduling control techniques, these control techniques work concurrently in the regulator, this allows the control of any 
state variables including state variables related to DC-link voltages. The LQR is a proportional regulator, adding an integral action 
cancels steady-state errors and the gain-scheduling control technique allows to extend the application of the controller from small-
signal to large-signal operation. The advantage of this method is that information about the system is not lost and to obtain better 
voltage regulation and load sharing simultaneously. However, these state-feedback control schemes do not inherently include any 
means against external noise. For this purpose Kalman filter (observer) can be used, it has the property to minimize the variance 
of the estimation error, when zero-mean Gaussian random noise (i.e white noise) is considered [111]. The Kalman filter can be 
used to estimate the states of the system, when all states are not possible to measure and disturbances considerably affect the 
system, and the control system would be known as a linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control system [97]. 

6.7. Sliding mode controls 
Sliding mode control (SMC) is recognized as robust  controller ( can provide good performance against parameter variations) 

with a high stability in a wide range of operating  conditions [97], it is a special version of on-off control and is a variable 
structure controller, however it suffers from chattering problem. The key idea is to apply strong control action when a system 
deviates from the desired behavior [112]. The adding a well-designed feed forward controller to the SMC improves the zero 
tracking speed as well as a non-overshoot transient performance. Sometimes, it is difficult to design a SMC to exhibit both 
suitable transient and zero steady state performance. In this case, a feedforward controller can be employed [113, 114].   Xiang et 
al. [112] have proposed a fixed switching frequency integral resonant SMC (IRSMC) based on pulse width modulation (PWM) 
under d-q rotate frame for three-phase grid-connected inverter with LCL- filter.  The chattering problem of SMC is eliminated by 
adopting GAO’s reaching law. In order to obtain an optimal trade-off between the elimination of chattering and the guarantee of 
performance of SMC, the parameters of SMC are optimized according to the ripple of the system output based on PWM. 
Moreover, an extra integral term of grid current error is introduced in sliding surface to eliminate the fundamental component of 
the tracking error. In order to suppress the grid current THD effectively, multiple resonant terms of the grid current error are 
added to the sliding function. Shang and Sun [115] have presents an improved means of direct power control (DPC) of grid-
connected voltage-sourced inverters (GC-VSIs) when the network voltage is unbalanced.  A new power compensation method is 
proposed for the SMC-based DPC during network unbalance to achieve three selective control targets, that is, obtaining 
sinusoidal and symmetrical grid current, removing reactive power ripples and cancelling active power ripples.   Jiabing and Bin 
[116] proposed DPC strategy employs a nonlinear sliding mode control scheme to directly calculate the required converter 
voltage so as to eliminate the active and reactive power errors without involving any synchronous coordinate transformations. 
Besides, no extra current control loops are required, thereby simplifying the system design and enhancing the transient 
performance. 

6.8. H∞ Controllers 
The H∞ methods are used in control theory to synthesis controllers that stabilizes the process not only for its nominal 

parameters values, but for the case in which the system parameters vary within certain limits also to guarantee the performance 
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with the worst-case disturbance. Order to satisfy certain performance requirements like: low overshoot, short settling time and 
also disturbance rejection.  Its basic principle is to minimize the influence of the disturbances to outputs. T, Hornik and Zhong. 
[117] have proposed a current controller design based on H∞ and repetitive control techniques for grid-connected inverters to 
reduce current total harmonic distortion (THD). The H∞ current controller allows maintaining a balanced neutral point for a 
three-phase four-wire inverter and can eliminate the current flowing through the split capacitors. [118]. The current controller 
consists of an internal model and a stabilizing compensator, using the H∞ control theory, to deal a very large number of 
harmonics simultaneously by injecting a clean sinusoidal current to the grid, even in the presence of nonlinear/unbalanced loads 
and/or grid-voltage distortions [119]. A voltage controller based on H∞ and repetitive control techniques is proposed.  A 
frequency adaptive mechanism is introduced to improve system performance and to cope with grid frequency variations.  The 
repetitive control, based on the internal model principle, offers excellent performance for voltage tracking, as it can deal with a 
very large number of harmonics simultaneously [120]. The cascaded current-voltage control strategy proposed includes an inner 
voltage loop and an outer current loop, with both controllers designed using the 𝐻𝐻∞ repetitive control strategy. Order to 
simultaneously improve the power quality of the inverter local load voltage and the current flowing within the micro grid. This 
leads to a very low THD in both the micro grid voltage and the grid current.  It also enables seamless transfer of the operation 
mode from stand-alone to grid-connected or vice versa and also allows grid-connected inverters to inject balanced clean currents 
to the grid even when the local loads (if any) are unbalanced and/or nonlinear[121] [122]. 

 
 

6.9. Repetitive Controller (RC) 
Repetitive feedback control (RC), has been derived from the concept of iterative learning control (ILC) and it can be used for 

control of utility converters with periodic reference signals or disturbances. The RC theory regarded as a simple learning control 
method, provides an alternative to eliminating periodic errors in dynamic systems, using the internal model principle [123].  In 
these controllers, error between the reference value and feedback utility connected current is used to generate a new reference for 
the next fundamental cycle [124] [125]. RC is mathematically equivalent to a parallel combination of an integral controller, many 
resonant controllers and a proportional controller [126] and accordingly good disturbance rejection can be achieved at these 
frequencies. To ensure stability, a low-pass filter needs to be incorporated within the repetitive  controller to attenuate the high 
frequency resonant peaks of the controller gain (above the system's cross-over frequency), without significantly affecting the low 
frequency resonant peaks corresponding to significant grid harmonics that need to be rejected [124]. Liu et al. [125] proposed a 
control strategy To damp the harmonics, the inverter output current is regulated by PI controller and grid current is controlled by 
repetitive controller (RC) for three-phase grid-connected voltage source inverter (VSI) with LCL filter under d-q rotating frame. 
Chen et al. [127] have proposed an improved control scheme based on the T0/6 repetitive control for three-phase grid-connected 
inverters. The proposed scheme adopts T0/6 as the delay time in the positive-rotating and negative-rotating synchronous reference 
frames to suppress the 6n ± 1 harmonics. A new auxiliary function based on the linear interpolation is proposed to maintain the 
ideal repetitive control performance when one-sixth of the ratio of the sampling frequency to the grid fundamental frequency is 
non-integer. Asbafkan et al [128] have presented a frequency adaptive repetitive controller (RC), which is based on the internal 
model principle (IMP). This controller is equivalent to a PR controller and infinite number of ideal resonant filters (harmonic 
compensators) with infinite gains. It is simple for the implementation and the ability to tune all the resonant frequencies 
simultaneously via the adaptation of the RC time delay parameter. But it can degrade significantly in the case of grid frequency 
variations while in the frequency adaptive scheme the high performance of the current controller is still preserved. Hornik and 
Zhong. [117-122] proposed a voltage controller is proposed and implemented for grid-connected inverters based on H∞ and 
repetitive control techniques based on the internal model principle, which leads to a very low THD and improved tracking 
performance. Jiang and Peng. [129] use a high performance repetitive current controller for grid connected inverters based on a 
high-resonance-frequency LCL filter (deliberately selected higher than 40% of the inverter switching frequency). By properly 
selecting the current sensor position and introducing an extra delay with a low pass filter on the feedback path, the system stability 
is obtained without the adoption of any extra damping techniques. High power factor (>0.99) and very low THD (1.72%∼3.72%) 
are guaranteed under both heavy and light load conditions. Loh et al. [130] have proposed a novel repetitive controller which can 
realize multi-harmonics rejection with a simple structure. The novel controller has been only verified in an L-filtered inverter. 
Guofei et al. [131] use the method, dual close-loop control with feed forward for limit the resonance peak of the LCL filter and 
brings high gain and rapid response; repetitive control can provide the system with the ability to attenuate grid harmonics and good 
robustness. Dong et al. [132] have proposed an improved repetitive control scheme with a special designed finite impulse response 
(FIR) filter. The FIR filter cascaded with a traditional delay function can approximate the ideal repetitive control function of any 
ratio. The proposed scheme varies the FIR filter according to varied grid frequency and maintains its resonant frequencies matching 
the grid fundamental and harmonic ones. 

6.10. Neural Networks and Fuzzy Control Methods 
Neural networks (NN) control method has been mostly used in current controllers because of its high robustness. Mohamed and 

El-Saadany [133] presents an adaptive discrete-time grid-voltage sensorless interfacing scheme for grid-connected distributed 
generation inverters, based on neural network identification. A reliable solution to the present nonlinear estimation problem is 
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presented by combining a neural network interfacing-parameters identifier (NNIPI) with a neural network grid-voltage estimator 
(NNGVE). The self-learning feature of the NN adaptation algorithm allows feasible and easy adaptation design at different grid 
disturbances and operating conditions.  This provides improved robust control performance as compared to existing controllers, and 
integrates new control functions such as line-voltage sensorless current control and synchronization. The overall control system has 
a modest complexity and computational demand, which enabled real-time implementation using commercial grade digital signal 
processors [134]. 

Chao and Dagui [135] have studied to optimize the design of current controller: PI controller, fuzzy logic controller (FLC) and 
PI-FLC double-mode controller to reduce overshoots and improve the tracking error performance. 

7. REVIEW OF SOFTWARE TOOLS 
 

Several software tools have been deployed for the sizing, simulation, testing and optimization of hybrid systems, there are 
needed to use of several available natural resources, in this section we present different software and hardware used for study and 
integration of hybrid systems and microgrids 

7.1. Optimization software tools 
One of the most used software tools with this purpose is HOMER (Hybrid Optimization Model for Electric Renewables), 

originally developed at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, USA, and enhanced and distributed by HOMER Energy 
[136]. It is a very famous software for hybrid systems because it has all the tools necessary for optimization, in order to 
determines the optimal architecture and control strategy, and further it is not too complicated [137]. The sensitivity analysis is 
also performed to obtain the optimal configuration of hybrid renewable energy based on different combinations of generating 
system [138]. It is able to optimize hybrid systems consisting of a photovoltaic generator, biomass, batteries, wind turbines, 
hydraulic turbines, AC generators, fuel cells, electrolyzers, hydrogen tanks, inverters (DC/AC converters), rectifiers (AC/DC 
converters), and combined heat and power (CHP). The loads can be AC, DC, and/or hydrogen-based loads, as well as thermal 
loads [139]. 

HYBRID2 [140] is a user friendly tool to perform detailed long term performance and economic analysis on a wide variety of 
hybrid power systems, it was developed by the Renewable Energy Research Laboratory (RERL) of the University of 
Massachusetts. Hybrid2 was designed to study a wide variety of hybrid power systems, e.g. multiple different types wind 
turbines, photovoltaic generators, multiple diesel generators, battery storage, four types of power conversion devices, and three 
types of electrical loads. Systems can be modeled in AC, DC or using both AC and DC. A variety of different control strategies 
and components like fuel cells or electrolyzers can be implemented in the software. The simulation is very precise, as it can define 
time intervals from ten minutes to one hour [139]. The most used software for this category is the famous Matlab/Simulink 
developed by Mathworks [141]. 

HOGA [142] (Hybrid Optimization by Genetic Algorithms) developed by the Electric Engineering Department of the 
University of Zaragoza (Spain) for the simulation and optimization of Hybrid Renewable Systems for generation of electrical 
energy (DC and/or AC) and/or hydrogen. Based on traditional genetic algorithms, HOGA has been improved with a robust 
selection operator and an intelligent crossover operator [143], which can be mono-objective (financial optimization) or multi-
objective (minimization of CO2 emissions or of unmet load, in case of energy not served). It allows optimizing hybrid generation 
systems integrating renewable energies (like photovoltaic panels and wind turbines), hydraulic turbines, AC generators, and 
storage systems based on batteries or hydrogen (fuel cells, electrolyzers, and hydrogen storage tanks), rectifiers, and inverters. 
The loads can be AC, DC, and/or hydrogen-loads or water pumping loads [144]. 

HYDROGEMS [145-147] is not a program, but a series of libraries developed at the Institute for Energy Technology (IFE, 
Norway). The libraries are used by TRNSYS and by Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software. HYDROGEMS-models can be 
used to analyze the performance of hydrogen energy systems down to one-minute time-steps. The libraries developed by 
HYDROGEMS model include the following components: wind energy conversion systems, photovoltaic systems, water 
electrolysis, fuel cells, hydrogen gas storage, metal hydride hydrogen storage, hydrogen compressor, secondary batteries (lead-
acid), power conditioning equipment, and diesel engine generators, e.g. multi-fuels, including hydrogen and DC/AC converters. 

RAPSim [148] (Renewable Alternativ Powersystems Simulation) is a software able to simulate grid-connected or standalone 
microgrids with solar, wind, or other renewable energy sources. This software is helpful for optimal placement of distributed 
generation units in a microgrid. 

SOMES [149] (Simulation and Optimization Model for renewable Energy Systems) has been developed at Utrecht University 
(The Netherlands). It can simulate the performances of renewable energy systems that may contain renewable energy sources, 
such as PV arrays and wind turbines, a motor generator, a grid, battery storage, and several types of converters. 

TRNSYS  [150] (Transient Energy System Simulation Program) is an energy system simulation software initially developed to 
simulate thermal systems. Developed in Fortran and it is commercially available since 1975 by the University of Wisconsin and 
the University of Colorado (USA), continues to develop by the international collaboration of the United States, France, and 
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Germany. It is a hybrid system simulator, including photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, thermal solar systems, low energy 
buildings and HVAC systems, renewable energy systems, cogeneration, fuel cells, and other systems. The simulation is carried 
out with great precision,  showing graphics with great detail and precision. TRNSYS has become a reference software for 
researchers and engineers around the world, but it does not carry out optimization.   

 

7.2. Simulation platform and implementation in real-time  
SPS/Simulink [151, 152] is the dominant, graphical interfaced, modeling and simulation tool, used in many engineering fields. 

Sim Power Systems (SPS) developed by Hydro-Quebec Research Center (IREQ) is a Simulink toolbox that provides multiple 
model components, all based on electromechanical and electromagnetic equations, for the simulation of power systems and 
machine drives. 

 
RTDS Technologies is the industry standard for real time digital power system simulators [153]. The RTDS Simulator is 

designed specifically to simulate electrical power systems and to test physical equipment such 
as control and protection devices. The base components available in RTDS for study of microgrids are: real time network 
solution, sources, transformers, and distributed generators, such as wind turbines, photovoltaics, fuel cells and various other 
power sources can be represented by library components, while the corresponding VSC converters can be freely configured in 
small time step sub networks. 

 
PSCAD™/EMTDC™ [154] is software allowing building, simulation, and modeling for renewable energy integration and 

power system, it offers an array of solutions in the following areas: System integration/impact studies (wind and solar), wind 
system custom equipment model development, FACTs and synchronous condenser based solutions for performance 
improvement, that which offers limitless possibilities in power system simulation. It includes a comprehensive library of system 
models. 

 
OPAL-RT [155] is a leader in the development of PC/FPGA Based Real-Time Digital Simulators, Hardware-In-the-Loop 

(HIL) testing equipment and Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP) systems. RT-LAB, is software from OPAL-RT, fully integrated 
with MATLAB/Simulink®, is the open Real-Time Simulation software environment that has, through its flexibility and 
scalability, revolutionized the way Model-based Design is performed. These systems are used to design, test and optimize control 
and protection for different systems, like power grids, power electronics, and so forth. 

 
Different researchers have used these tools in their research works on microgrids, for instance: 
 
Ibarra Hernandez, F et al [156] have proposed the energy management and control for islanded microgrid using multi-agents 

formed by photovoltaic (PV) solar energy, batteries and resistive and rotating machines loads. The management and control of the 
PV system is performed in JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment Framework), while the microgrid model is simulated in 
RSCAD/RTDS (Real-Time Digital Simulator). 

Yangkai L, et al [157] proposes a hardware in the loop simulation (HILS) system based on NI-PXI to test the microgrid 
operation and control. This microgrid includes a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG), a battery energy storage system (BESS) 
and a desalination load. 

Etemadi, A.H et al [158] presents the fundamental concepts of a generalized central power management system and a 
decentralized, robust control strategy for autonomous mode of operation of a microgrid that includes multiple distributed energy 
resource (DER) units. The digital time-domain simulation is studied in PSCAD/EMTDC platform and the performance of the 
control system is also verified based on hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) studies in the RTDS environment. 

Farzinfar, M et al [159] present the real-time simulation of MGs and his implementation using discrete real-time simulator, 
Opal-RT platform. The model of the MG is first constructed in the MATLAB/Simulink environment and then is compiled to the 
Opal-RT to achieve parallel processing. 

Lin-Yu L, [160] presents a consensus-based droop control method which will be developed for autonomous power 
management and load sharing. Dynamical simulations of a 6-DIC/14-bus micro-grid are performed under the real-time simulation 
environments OPAL-RT with detailed dynamical converter models. 

8. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 
 In this paper several control strategies that a distributed generation have been presented and compared in Table III. The aim of 
this comparative study is to find the advantages and disadvantages for each controller in term of robustness against parameters 
variation, rapidity, stability, performance, harmonic elimination and the nonlinearities of the system. 

http://www.rtds.com/applications/control-systems/control-systems.html
http://www.rtds.com/applications/protective-relay-systems/protective-relay-systems.html
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=p_Authors:.QT.Ibarra%20Hernandez,%20F..QT.&newsearch=true
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This paper summarizes the recent development in standards for interconnecting distributed power generators with electric 

power systems. DPGS are discussed in this paper. The structure of a DGPS system based on renewable energy, with the properties 
of these two important parts (input / grid side controller). The hierarchical control of intelligent microgrids was described in this 
paper showing the different operating modes (primary, secondary and tertiary) as a control hierarchical strategy. The contribution 
of the power inverter to the formation of the grid voltage and frequency is studied and each method is useful if it is chosen for an 
appropriate application in both grid-connected and islanded mode.  In this research, a review of literature published on the various 
control strategies of DPGS is presented.  We have found that with the advancement of power electronics, the researchers developed 
various control strategy so that harmonics are reduced as possible, secure the stability and power quality. These controllers are 
categorized as classical and advanced methods. Each method is used depending on the performance required. The future trends in 
microgrid technologies are toward the use of advanced decentralized control techniques, such as multi-agent systems where the 
general purpose of consensus algorithms is to allow a set of agents to reach an agreement on a quantity of interest by exchanging 
information through communication network[161-163], consensus algorithms, and so on. Furthermore, in the macroscopic level, 
multiple microgrids forming interconnected microgrids clusters and DC microgrids and low voltage DC distribution systems are 
becoming very important, because they present some advantages such as the reduction of conversion losses of inverters between 
DC output sources and loads are reduced, which increases enhancing the system efficiency; thus higher quality of power supply. 
The synchronization is no need and is not an issue for connection of DGs and ESSs to the bus and the main grid in DC MGs. There 
is no need for control of frequency and phase. 

 

TABLE III.  ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES FOR EACH CONTROLLER 

Methods Advantages Disadvantages 

Classical 
Control PID 

Simple control structures When the operating conditions change, the performance 
degrades. 
For unbalanced systems, it does not ensure good 
performance. 
They are not the best solutions to compensate higher 
harmonic disturbances 

Proportional 
Resonant 

(PR) 

To show the desired performance, this method 
can be used with a robust inner current 
controller. 
Control of the harmonics. 

Ensures a zero steady-state error by having significant gains, 
but in the vicinity of the controller’s resonant frequencies 

DeadBeat 
Controller 

(DB) 

Ensures a fast response and suitable for the 
current controller and satisfied the requirement 
of very fast transient response with low THD, in 
the lower sampling frequency [164]. 

It has needed a precise model of the filter to reach the 
desired performance. 
Sensitive to the parametric variations of the controlled 
system and high THD for nonlinear loads [165].  

Direct 
Power 

Control 
(DPC) 

Simple controller with a very fast dynamic 
response 

A non-constant switching frequency which makes it harder 
to : 

• calculate to losses of the converter  
• design the switching noise filters. 

The 
Predictive 

Control 

Possibility to include nonlinearities of the 
system [166].  
Use to minimize switching frequency for high-
power inverters and maintaining the current 
error within a specified bound[167].  
Allows achieving more precise current control 
with minimum THD and harmonic noise.   

It has needed a precise model of the filter to reach the 
desired performance. 
 
This method needs a lot of calculations. 
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Methods Advantages Disadvantages 

Hysteresis 
Current 
Control 

These types of controllers are robust and simple, 
their implementation does not require complex 
circuits or processors, and they have fast 
transient response. 
Due to the interaction between the phases, the 
current error is not strictly limited to the value of 
the hysteresis band [166]. 

The major drawback of this controller is the frequency of 
switching variable with changes in parameters loads and 
operating conditions, which can cause resonance problems. 
 
The switching losses restrict the application of hysteresis 
control to lower power levels [166]. 

Sliding 
Mode 

Control 
(SMC) 

Exhibits reliable performance during transients. 
Shows an acceptable THD if it is designed well. 

The problem of the Chattering Phenomenon in discrete 
implementation 
The difficulty of designing a controller having for both a 
good transient and zero steady state performance 

Fuzzy 
Control 
Methods 

Insensitive to parametric variations and 
operation points. 
Sophisticated technique, easy to design and 
implement a large-scale nonlinear system. 

Slow control method. 

Repetitive 
Controller 

(RC) 

These controllers are implemented as harmonic 
compensator and current controller, they shows 
robust performance for periodic disturbances 
and ensures a zero steady-state error at all the 
harmonic frequencies. 

Is not easy to stabilize for all unknown load disturbances 
and cannot obtain very fast response for fluctuating load 
Can cause a slow dynamic response and are applied only in 
static mode. 

Neural 
Networks 

These methods are trained in offline or on-line 
approaches and they are used in current 
controllers because of its high robustness. 

The off-line method lacks a suitable performance. 

H∞ 
Controllers 

Readily applicable for Multi-Input Multi-Output 
(MIMO) systems coupled [168]. 
Take into account for plant uncertainties and 
disturbances same If the plant to be controlled 
has complex, or poorly modeled dynamics. 
[169]. 
A very low total harmonic distortion (THD) and 
improved performance contrary to other 
controllers. And improves the power quality. It 
ensures good performance even in the presence 
of nonlinear/unbalanced loads and/or grid-
voltage distortion and reduces tracking error. 
Easy to implement in real applications [117-
121, 170]. 

The high level of mathematical understanding 
The need for a very good model of the system [168]. 
 
Its relatively slow dynamics 
 
The high order of the computer controllers. 
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